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SUMMARY
Background. Chronic low back pain (LBP) accounts for the
majority of the disability and costs for LBP. However, the
definition of chronicity is unclear.
Aim. To elicit practitioners’ definitions of chronic LBP
patients, both in general and in the patients they were treat-
ing; to assess the most common characteristics of these
practitioners’ chronic LBP patients; and to assess the stabil-
ity of chronicity in a sample of the general population.
Method. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with
33 practitioners working in private practice, 71 LBP patients
and their therapists, and 252 employees of a chain store
who were assessed yearly in a prospective study.
Results. The therapists’ definitions of chronic LBP patients
generally included psychosocial aspects. Only physical
symptoms and signs were stressed in the patients they were
treating. These patients displayed common characteristics
with reference to pain, functional problems, and contact
with health care services. Duration of symptoms was not
sufficient to define chronicity. In the employee population,
chronicity defined according to pain duration was unstable.
However, the same was true when chronicity was measured
according to the criteria defined in the patient population.
Conclusion. There is a discrepancy between theory and
practice regarding the definition of chronic LBP. This dis-
crepancy concerns not only the literature but also clinical
practice itself. The term ‘chronic’ LBP as currently used is
therefore equivocal.
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Introduction

NON-SPECIFIC low back pain (LBP) is one of the major rea-
sons for medical consultations. As a definite somatic cause is

identified in only 10% to 20% of cases,1,2 ‘non-specific’ LBP is,
in fact, determined by exclusion2,3 and refers to a symptom or, at
best, to a syndrome rather than to a diagnosis. 

Most of the suffering and costs resulting from LBP are caused
by a minority of patients who become ‘chronic’.4,5 What does
chronicity mean in the back pain field? When characterized by
the duration of symptoms, chronicity does not provide a suffi-
cient explanation for its socioeconomic impact. Classification
according to this criterion has received much attention; Table 1
shows some cut-off examples. A definition based solely on the
duration of symptoms relies on the assumption that LBP has a
linear course. However, it frequently runs a recurrent course6,7

and symptoms may fluctuate from day to day, even in patients
experiencing pain on a long-standing basis.4 Classification in
terms of ‘acute’ or ‘chronic’ may not, therefore, provide an accu-
rate insight into the course of LBP as ‘characterized by variabili-
ty and change rather than predictability and stability’.8

The definition of chronicity may also include the impact of
LBP on the patient’s functioning or psychological well-being.
Both functional and pain outcomes therefore need to be consid-
ered: chronic disability and chronic pain are not parallel, as con-
tinuation of pain and dysfunction may not be linked in a linear
fashion. Whereas chronic pain may have little impact on the
patient’s functioning, chronic disability has more severe conse-
quences, eventually affecting the patient’s life both functionally
and psychologically.6 Furthermore, it is chronic disability that
accounts for a large part of the impressive costs linked to LBP
problems.5,9 Therefore, the term ‘chronic’ LBP, which is so often
used, appears ambiguous.

This study addressed four questions: 

1. How do practitioners — rheumatologists and chiropractors
working in private practices — define chronicity and
chronic back pain patients generally?

2. Which elements of the practitioners’ definitions are actually
used in daily practice?

3. What are the most common characteristics of the
practitioners’ chronic LBP patients?

4. What was the stability of ‘chronicity’?

This study was part of a multidisciplinary project on the factors
associated with common LBP,10 conducted in the context of a
National Research Programme investigating LBP and the preven-
tion of chronicity in Switzerland. Therapists, LBP patients, and a
sample of the general population were interviewed.
Rheumatologists and chiropractors were also considered, as
patients have direct access to these therapists and are thus largely
involved in the primary management of LBP problems. This is
the case in Geneva, but the procedure varies across the Swiss can-
tons, making it difficult to evaluate the involvement of general
practitioners (GPs) and other therapists in primary care for LBP.

Methods
Definition of LBP
Of the 49 rheumatologists and chiropractors working in Geneva
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at the time of the study, 16 rheumatologists and 17 chiropractors
agreed to participate and were investigated through semi-struc-
tured interviews. These 33 therapists were representative of their
whole groups in terms of age, sex, and number of years in prac-
tice. The interview explicitly referred to their clinical experience
and focused on their general definitions of chronic LBP and
chronic LBP patients. 

We asked the therapists to give their own definitions instead of
using multiple-choice questionnaires. As therapists’ definitions
were one of the endpoints of the study, the method of investiga-
tion had to provide the opportunity to assess their way of think-
ing about chronic LBP, since questionnaires mainly stimulate
recognition memory. Furthermore, the items in a questionnaire
may inhibit a further search for alternative answers.11 The thera-
pists’ definitions thus provide a more thorough assessment of
their understanding of chronicity.

Patients and their therapists
Twelve therapists, who were representative of their groups in
terms of age, sex, number of years in practice, and general defin-
itions of chronic LBP, were invited to participate in the study.
They were asked to recruit their next five to seven patients who
fitted the inclusion criteria and were willing to participate.
Seventy-one LBP patients agreed to participate. Of these, 39
came from six chiropractors and 32 from six rheumatologists. 

The inclusion criteria were: LBP with or without sciatica, con-
tinuous pain for three months or longer, patient aged 20 to 60
years old, first-time consultation with therapist involved in the
study, and patient considered ‘chronic’ by the therapist.
Exclusion criteria were: specific LBP; and pain onset related to
an accident.

The interviews with patients and therapists were based on
questionnaires that included open and closed standardized ques-
tions. These questions referred to the patient’s use of health care
services, pain and functional problems, the causes of the persis-
tence or recurrence of LBP, and their expectations regarding
future LBP problems. These questions were pre-tested on a
group of patients matched with the study population on inclusion
and exclusion criteria. Interviews were conducted separately for
patients and therapists at the beginning of the treatment and at
six-month follow-up. To avoid biases linked to prior information,
the patient and his/her therapist were never examined by the
same interviewer.

Stability of chronic LBP
Two hundred and fifty-two employees of a food and non-food
chain store in Geneva were examined for four years through
yearly interviews. The primary aim of this part of the study was
to assess prevalence and yearly incidence of back pain, its severi-
ty, and socioprofessional consequences. The questionnaire
included the same questions as those used with the patients.10

All the interviews were conducted by members of the research

team trained in interview procedures.

Population
The sociodemographic characteristics of the LBP patient (n = 71)
and employee (n = 252) populations are presented in Table 2. All
male LBP patients and 81% of the female patients were working
at the time of the investigation. All of the patients were diag-
nosed as suffering from chronic, common LBP.10

In the employee population, 76.6% had suffered LBP at least
once in their life, and the annual prevalence amounted to 62.7%.
LBP prevalence was not significantly associated with the
sociodemographic variables, except for increasing age.10

Data analysis procedure
The procedure used to examine the therapists’ definitions of
chronicity and chronic LBP patients was generally qualitative.
As is often the case in psychosocial studies investigating repre-
sentations,12-14 various dimensions related to these representa-
tions were considered and assessed by means of content analysis
of open questions.15 All responses were transcribed and catego-
rized, and the most frequently mentioned answers were assessed,
thus allowing the determination of reference categories; i.e. cate-
gories grouping responses given by more than 50% of the thera-
pists. A scoring system was established for the evaluation of the
rheumatologists’ and chiropractors’ within-group and between-
group differences. Bivariate and multivariate statistical proce-
dures for the analysis of questionnaires used in the patient and
employee groups were performed using the SPSS statistical
package.16

Results
Therapists’ definitions of chronicity and chronic LBP
patients in general
Content analysis showed that therapists’ definitions mainly used
four criteria (Table 3): clear physical symptoms and signs, psy-
chological difficulties, long course of treatment, and difficult
working conditions (physical demands and/or job dissatisfac-
tion). No differences were found between definitions given by
rheumatologists and chiropractors. The practitioners’ definitions
exceeded criteria based on a particular diagnosis and the duration
of symptoms, and included a broader psychosocial context. 

Therapists’ definitions of chronicity in their ‘real’ patients
Regarding definitions for the persistence or recurrence of LBP
in patients they were actually treating, therapists essentially
mentioned ‘clear physical symptoms and signs’. The other
three criteria, as described above, were only marginally
quoted. Furthermore, this definition elicited a smaller range of
answers; i.e. fewer responses referring to fewer criteria (Table 3).
No differences were found between chiropractors and rheuma-
tologists. 

Table 1. Chronicity as defined by the duration of symptoms.

Duration of symptoms Authors

More than three months Nachemson and Bigos (1984)22

More than seven weeks Quebec Task Force Classification23

More than three months Frymoyer (1988)24

More than three months Frank (1993)3

At least half the days in a 12-month period 
in a single or in multiple episodes Von Korff (1994)17
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Most common characteristics in the group of chronic LBP
patients (n = 71)
For only 12% of patients, the duration since first pain onset was
less than five years; this increased to more than 10 years in two
out of three patients. More than 80% of the patients had suffered
from LBP for more than one month in the previous year. Pain
was described as severe in 58% of the cases (7–10 on a visual
analogue scale) and low (1–3) in only 14%. Functional prob-
lems were described as severe in 39.4% of the cases and as low
or mild in 25.4% and 35.2%, respectively. However, from a
functional point of view, it is important to note that none of the
patients were unemployed at the time of the investigation and
only 5.6% (n = 4) were on sick leave. There was no significant
association between duration since first pain onset, pain persis-
tence, and pain intensity, nor was there any significant associa-
tion between pain characteristics and functional problems. The
time of the first treatment dated back to more than six years in
78% of the patients. Eighty-nine per cent of the patients had
already consulted at least three different types of therapists, such
as GPs, rheumatologists, chiropractors, and physical therapists
(mean = 6; range = 1–17). Post-surgical problems were not an
issue since only two patients had undergone surgery. As could
be expected, there was a significant association between the
duration since pain onset and the number of therapists seen
(P<0.01). The decision to seek professional help was not always
associated with pain intensity. The chiropractors’ and the
rheumatologists’ patients did not significantly differ on any of
these variables.

Analysis of the global dataset disclosed six criteria that were
met by 80% of our group: 

1. Duration since first pain onset of more than five years,
2. Mention of mild to severe functional problems the previous

year,
3. At least three different types of therapists,
4. Mention of treatment(s) the previous year that lasted for

more than one month,
5. Pain problems during the previous year that lasted for more

than one month, and
6. Pain intensity of greater than three on a 10-point VAS. 

Evaluation of the chronicity of back pain problems in the
employee population (n = 252)
In this group, chronicity was first assessed according to pain
duration. On the basis of the literature (Table 1), the cut-off was
set at three months. According to this criterion, 45 individuals
(17.9%) could be labelled as chronic at the time of the first ques-
tionnaire and 47 (18.7%) three years later. However, chronicity
was stable in only 21 (8.3%) individuals (Figure 1). 

The study group was then assessed on the basis of the six cri-
teria found in the group of chronic LBP patients. The cut-off for
chronicity was set at five criteria according to the results in the
chronic patient population. On this basis, 36 individuals out of
252 (14.3%) could be labeled as chronic at the time of the first
questionnaire and 36 (14.3%) three years later. Chronicity was
stable in only 14 (5.6%) individuals. Twenty-two individuals
who were chronic at the time of the first questionnaire were three
years later no longer chronic, whereas 22 other individuals could
be described as chronic at that time (Figure 1). 

The results of this procedure have to be considered as provid-
ing pilot information as they were obtained over a small sample
of subjects. Moreover, the analysis used to assess patients’ char-

Table 2. Characteristics of the patient and employee populations.

Characteristic LBP patients n (%) Employees n (%)
(n = 71) (n = 252)

Sex
Male 34 (47.9) 165 (65.5)
Female 37 (52.1) 87 (34.5)

Age (years)
Less than 30 13 (18.3) 44 (17.5)
30–39 24 (33.8) 77 (30.5)
40–49 16 (22.5) 87 (34.5)
Over 50 18 (25.4) 44 (17.5)

Professional status
Non-qualified workers 22 (31.0) 104 (41.3)
Qualified workers 24 (33.7) 74 (29.4)
Managers 9 (12.7)
Foremen – 36 (14.2)
Administrative section – 38 (15.1)
Self-employed 9 (12.7) –
Housewives 7 (9.9) –

Table 3. Chronicity: practitioners’ definitions.

Reasons accounting for chronicity Chronic back pain Specific 
patients in general (‘real’) patients

Specific psychological difficulties 84.8% 32.4%
Clear physical or mechanical symptoms and signs 84.8% 64.8%
Long course of treatment 72.7% 15.5%
Difficult working conditions 51.5% 14.1%

As more than one response was possible, the totals are higher than 100%.
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acteristics regarding chronicity refers to a modelling procedure
and thus requires further confirmation.

Discussion
In the past decade, the necessity of a biopsychosocial compre-
hension of non-specific LBP has been emphasized in the litera-
ture. The results of our study showed that the therapists’ defini-
tions of chronic LBP, and of chronic LBP patients generally,
included psychosocial aspects (e.g. psychological difficulties,
working conditions). Aside from physical symptoms and signs,
these definitions also referred to the possible iatrogenic role of a
long course of treatment. This was no longer the case in patients
the therapists were actually treating; in this case, clear physical
symptoms were of greater significance. This divergence may
refer to the therapists’ training, based on the classical biomedical
model that emphasizes the link between lesion and symptomatol-
ogy, and to the necessity to exclude specific LBP. It may also
relate to the patient–therapist relationship, which usually
involves diagnosis and treatment of physical symptoms.
Therapists may not be trained to address psychosocial aspects,
and patients may not necessarily be ready to consider them. 

Patients differed not only in terms of sociodemographic vari-
ables but also in terms of the association between pain character-
istics and functional problems. However, common characteristics
referring to pain (duration, frequency, and intensity), severity of
functional problems, and contact with health care services were
observed. Thus, duration of symptoms was only one of the ele-
ments defining chronicity in this group, and the therapists did not
use pain duration to define chronicity either. These results are
consistent with other studies showing that functional outcomes
are more relevant than the duration of symptoms when it comes
to the risk of chronic disability.6,8,17

Pilot information derived from the investigation of chronicity
in the employees’ population, as measured according to the pain
duration criterion, showed an important instability. However, the
same was true when chronicity was measured according to the
six criteria defined in the population of ‘chronic’ patients. This
instability may be linked to the usual course of LBP: frequently
recurrent,6,7 with symptom fluctuations.4 The size of our sample
does not allow us to draw any firm conclusions; however, the
results concerning the stability of chronicity are consistent with
Von Korff’s analysis of the natural course of LBP, suggesting
the necessity to define and assess phases of acute, transient,
recurrent, and chronic LBP.17 Furthermore, epidemiological
studies have shown that, in currently pain-free individuals, previ-
ous LBP episodes and psychological distress are strong predic-
tors of new episodes of LBP.18,19

Chronic LBP raises problems in daily practice, mainly when
functional outcomes are unfavourable, thus underlining the
necessity to distinguish between pain and disability. The label
‘chronic LBP’, therefore, refers to a problem patient and a prob-

lem situation.20 This label may assume a particularly negative
connotation if it summarizes a series of failures and a poor prog-
nosis. If the term ‘chronic’ is meant to describe such a problem
patient and situation, then its definition should include aspects
other than symptom duration, as it was further underlined in the
therapists’ general definitions.

In conclusion, there is an important discrepancy between theo-
ry and practice about the definition of chronic LBP. This discrep-
ancy concerns not only the literature and clinical practice but
also clinicians’ definitions (generally versus patients they are
actually treating). The term ‘chronic’ LBP, which is currently
used, is thus equivocal and may even be a misnomer. Our results
raise questions about its meaning and about the misunderstand-
ings it may induce: although ‘chronicity’ does not always have
the same meaning, its widespread use encourages the belief that
everybody is talking on common ground.21
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